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How It’s Made:

Run-Out Table DC to AC Drive Conversion:
An Alternate Solution.

With the advent of AC variable
frequency drives, few new facilities
utilize DC motors and controls. Even
into the 1980’s, DC systems were still
chosen for their robust, reliable
features. But it is becoming
increasingly difficult to maintain DC
systems since many of the control
system parts are obsolete.

From The

CORNER
OFFICE

One of our customers approached us
recently, hoping to upgrade an older,
DC driven hot strip mill run-out table.
They had two objectives: convert the
drives and controls to AC variable
frequency drives; and increase the
available power to enable the line to
process plates in addition to strip.

by Mike Dolder
PRESIDENT

NEWS YOU CAN USE!
What’s Cooking?
Dave Moll has decided to retire after 14 years of service.
Dave has worn many hats with AIM Machinery:
estimator, spares coordinator, newsletter editor, golf
outing planner, and luncheon chef. We wish Dave and his
wife, Beth, a healthy and happy retirement.

OFFICIALLY

RETIRED

Seeing Red
When it comes to choosing colors, we buy a lot of safety yellow paint. It was a
welcome change when one of our new customers approved the use of safety
red. The section of truss pictured above will be used outdoors as part of a
bridge construction machine.

........................................................................................

Hired Guns

Pictured to the right are the skilled
engineers that joined our staff this year.
(L-R): Mark Eenigenburg, Darnel Aganon,
Andrzej Luberda, and Daniel Skiroock.

In 22 years of business we have experienced
several business cycles, in which business levels
soared, and later fell. Just two years ago I wrote
in this column that we kept everyone working
even though business levels were down.

Our calculations determined that a 10
hp AC motor coupled to a speed
reducer would be suitable to replace
each 2 hp, shunt wound, DC motor on
the table. The next challenge was to
devise a way to speed the
replacement process so that the

Starting in the Spring of 2017, we experienced
a surge of orders. Our engineering backlog
jumped and remained high for the past year.
It’s been a classic “all hands on deck”
scenario, requiring overtime and help from our
Sales staff to plow through the work.
Fortunately, we had a successful spring
recruiting season—we were able to hire four
additional engineers—and get our design
backlog to a more manageable level.
Unfortunately, our manufacturing segment
hasn’t grown as quickly. Across our industry it
remains challenging to hire and train people
with fitting, welding, machining, millwright,
and electrical skills. As a group, we need to
address this challenge. So when we meet
young people who aren’t planning for college
and are unsure of their future, we should
suggest the trades as a career possibility.
There is great fulfillment in making things!

motors could be replaced during short
duration outages. It would be time
consuming and very costly to replace
the table frames- the reducer bolting
arrangement differed from the DC
motor. But since the DC motors were
taller than both the reducer and AC
motor, an adapter plate was designed
that bolted to the existing table frame
and supported the reducer and motor at
the correct elevation for coupling them
to the table roller. For added
convenience, the adapter included lifting
holes, jacking bolts for coupling
alignment, and coupling guard support
posts.
Two MCC’s were provided for the new
motors, each housing Allen-Bradley
Powerflex 755 drives. Product
positioning was going to be critical at a
new shear. In that area, rolls were
individually driven, and each motor had
an encoder for feedback. In other areas
the rolls were driven in a multi-motor
configuration. Eight MPP panels were
provided to minimize cumulative drive
conductor length, and to provide
individual motor protection.

We thank all our customers for their
business and for their continued confidence
in AIM Machinery.
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Good, Better, Best. Never Let It Rest.

The brains behind
the machines:

Add F.A.T. to slim down outages

An Inside Look

One of the constant challenges we all
seem to face is a shortage of time. If a
project involves modifying an existing
facility or process line, downtime for
installation, debugging and startup
represent lost manufacturing time. For
that reason, a Factory Acceptance Test,
(F.A.T.), to prove the equipment
operation and automation, can be a
valuable part of a complex system
project. With access to 60,000 square
feet under roof, we have enough space
to assemble equipment and conduct
F.A.T. for most projects.

Ryan Van Beek:
The boy next door…
Ryan Van Beek is one of our Project
Engineers. He grew up in Lansing,
Illinois, about ten miles from our office.
He earned his BSE degree at Calvin
College in Grand Rapids, Michigan in
2012. He began his career working for a
firm specializing in industrial
furnaces—a firm that, happily, happened
to be a neighbor to AIM Machinery.

These photographs were taken during a
F.A.T. for a tube processing system we
built. The specific processes included
exterior washing, drying, end
machining, inspections for length,
run-out, and wall thickness, application
of product I.D., and palletizing finished
product. Multiple product sizes were
run. The automation was challenged

Ryan is health conscious and walks
during his lunch break. After one such
walk, he decided to check out AIM
Machinery to see if there were any
engineering opportunities. In a matter of
a month’s time, Ryan interviewed and
accepted our job offer, quit his old job,
started here, and got married. Decisions
such as these show the wisdom he
possesses.
Ryan lives in Crown Point near the
county fairgrounds. He enjoys
basketball, golf, shooting, and
woodworking. He likes visiting with
family who all live in the area. Earlier
this year, Ryan and his wife Olivia,
welcomed home their first child, Brooke
Lynn Van Beek. Ryan has been a great
addition to our team, and we’re glad he
took those lunchtime walks in the
neighborhood!

with forced upset conditions. Samples
were removed and later reintroduced
into the product stream. These and other
tests gave us as equipment
manufacturers, and later our customers,
opportunities to plan for many
contingencies. With proper labeling and
identification of electrical and piping
connections, and clear identification of
parts and equipment subassemblies, the
installation and startup at the customer’s
plant required only a minimal outage.
Not all projects can justify the expense of
a complex F.A.T. However, for projects
where there is little time available for
installation and startup, a F.A.T. can
prove to be a very worthwhile
investment.

AUTOMATED PLATE STACKING CRANE

..............................................................................

Performance by Design
Giving it a New Spin!

Ryan Van Beek
PROJECT ENGINEER
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One of our customers operates a
two-furnace melt shop. The furnaces
aren’t elevated, so they tap into ladles
positioned in adjacent pits while
suspended from the crane. We were
asked to propose a set of transfer cars
that would receive a ladle from the crane
and position it under the furnace during
tapping. The goal: eliminate the ladle
crane from the tapping function and free
it up for other activities.
The simplest solution would be to
install a set of rails on the pit floor,
to support a simple ladle transfer
car. But tapping pits aren’t a
welcoming environment. They tend to
collect molten splash and debris, and
have confined space entry limitations.
Our proposed solution was a U-shaped
car at floor level, supporting an
underhung ladle cradle.
The U-shape provides a clear opening to
approach the edge of the furnace. A large
fabricated box section at the base of the
‘U’ provides structural rigidity.

The ladle cradle portion is supported on
four self-checking, high temperature
load cell assemblies. The cars include
provisions for argon stirring, and critical
components are protected with shielding.
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BACK-UP ROLL CHOCK REMOVAL STATION

VACUUM STYLE SHEET TRANSFER CRANE

RECENTLY COMPLETED PROJECTS

This crane is on a hot line, positioned
downstream of the shear. It removes
plates from the roller conveyor and
stacks them onto a transfer vehicle.
Features include scissor style
stabilizers for accurate grab
positioning, motorized grab width
adjustment, and individually actuated
plate clamps. Power and controls to
the crane are supplied through a
festoon. AIM Machinery also provided
the crane runway and maintenance
access stairs. This crane was
designed to CMMA Service Class F.

This back-up roll chock removal
station was installed in the roll shop
of a hot strip mill. This station is very
robust since complete roll
assemblies, as shown, can weigh up
to 90 tons. The yellow cars at each
end of the roll raise up to support a
bearing housing, or “chock”, and then
‘pull’ them off the roll. Once the roll is
swapped out, the red urethane coated
rolls spin the back-up roll to align the
keyways. Finally, the cars adjust for
elevation, and ‘push’ the chocks back
onto the rolls.

This vacuum lift crane moves
individual sheets from a transfer
vehicle to a furnace entry roller
conveyor. With its rotating capability
on the trolley, the crane can accurately
position and pack the entry conveyor.
Other features include a stiff mast
style stabilizer for the spreader,
independently controlled vacuum
cups, blowback circuit for faster cycle
times, and weighing capability to
confirm sheet identity. The electrical
control cabinets and PLC, vacuum
pump, and air compressor are all
mounted on the bridge.
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